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SUAVE TABLE 40x40x40
By Marcel Wanders

“Transforming outdoor spaces into true oasis, with the unique purpose of drawing people
together and celebrating life” – Marcel Wanders.

With the Suave collection, VONDOM introduces a new incredibly resistant production
method – injected polyurethane- and challenges a decade of production methods that
placed the company in the roadmap of international design furniture.

Pieces in the collection include a modular sofa, puff in five different sizes and stylish
planters, available in three different sizes. Overall, new textures and delicate fabrics
reflect the sensuality, warmth and poetry of Marcel Wanders. “We selected calm, sensual
and appeasing colors to create a welcoming, iconic environment that becomes a place to
be.” Gabriele Chiave, creative director at Marcel Wanders, says.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/44310

Features

Description

Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Weight

5.31 Kg

FINISHES

LACQUERED + HPL

Ref. 44310

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      BLACK

LACQUERED + HPL FULL WHITE

Ref. 44310B

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      WHITE

LACQUERED + DEKTON

Ref. 44310M

Lacquered aluminium profile.

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44310
https://www.vondom.com/designers/marcel-wanders/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44310
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SUAVE TABLE 60x60x40
By Marcel Wanders

“Transforming outdoor spaces into true oasis, with the unique purpose of drawing people
together and celebrating life” – Marcel Wanders.

With the Suave collection, VONDOM introduces a new incredibly resistant production
method – injected polyurethane- and challenges a decade of production methods that
placed the company in the roadmap of international design furniture.

Pieces in the collection include a modular sofa, puff in five different sizes and stylish
planters, available in three different sizes. Overall, new textures and delicate fabrics
reflect the sensuality, warmth and poetry of Marcel Wanders. “We selected calm, sensual
and appeasing colors to create a welcoming, iconic environment that becomes a place to
be.” Gabriele Chiave, creative director at Marcel Wanders, says.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/44311

Features

Description

Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Weight

9.5 Kg

FINISHES

LACQUERED + HPL

Ref. 44311

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      BLACK

LACQUERED + HPL FULL WHITE

Ref. 44311B

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      WHITE

LACQUERED + DEKTON

Ref. 44311M

Lacquered aluminium profile.

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44311
https://www.vondom.com/designers/marcel-wanders/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44311
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SUAVE TABLE 80x80x40
By Marcel Wanders

“Transforming outdoor spaces into true oasis, with the unique purpose of drawing people
together and celebrating life” – Marcel Wanders.

With the Suave collection, VONDOM introduces a new incredibly resistant production
method – injected polyurethane- and challenges a decade of production methods that
placed the company in the roadmap of international design furniture.

Pieces in the collection include a modular sofa, puff in five different sizes and stylish
planters, available in three different sizes. Overall, new textures and delicate fabrics
reflect the sensuality, warmth and poetry of Marcel Wanders. “We selected calm, sensual
and appeasing colors to create a welcoming, iconic environment that becomes a place to
be.” Gabriele Chiave, creative director at Marcel Wanders, says.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/44312

Features

Description

Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Weight

14.82 Kg

FINISHES

LACQUERED + HPL

Ref. 44312

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      BLACK

LACQUERED + HPL FULL WHITE

Ref. 44312B

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      WHITE

LACQUERED + DEKTON

Ref. 44312M

Lacquered aluminium profile.

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44312
https://www.vondom.com/designers/marcel-wanders/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44312
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SUAVE TABLE 100x100x40
By Marcel Wanders

“Transforming outdoor spaces into true oasis, with the unique purpose of drawing people
together and celebrating life” – Marcel Wanders.

With the Suave collection, VONDOM introduces a new incredibly resistant production
method – injected polyurethane- and challenges a decade of production methods that
placed the company in the roadmap of international design furniture.

Pieces in the collection include a modular sofa, puff in five different sizes and stylish
planters, available in three different sizes. Overall, new textures and delicate fabrics
reflect the sensuality, warmth and poetry of Marcel Wanders. “We selected calm, sensual
and appeasing colors to create a welcoming, iconic environment that becomes a place to
be.” Gabriele Chiave, creative director at Marcel Wanders, says.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/44313

Features

Description

Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Weight

23.72 Kg

FINISHES

LACQUERED + HPL

Ref. 44313

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      BLACK

LACQUERED + HPL FULL WHITE

Ref. 44313B

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      WHITE

LACQUERED + DEKTON

Ref. 44313M

Lacquered aluminium profile.

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44313
https://www.vondom.com/designers/marcel-wanders/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44313
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SUAVE TABLE 160x100x40
By Marcel Wanders

“Transforming outdoor spaces into true oasis, with the unique purpose of drawing people
together and celebrating life” – Marcel Wanders.

With the Suave collection, VONDOM introduces a new incredibly resistant production
method – injected polyurethane- and challenges a decade of production methods that
placed the company in the roadmap of international design furniture.

Pieces in the collection include a modular sofa, puff in five different sizes and stylish
planters, available in three different sizes. Overall, new textures and delicate fabrics
reflect the sensuality, warmth and poetry of Marcel Wanders. “We selected calm, sensual
and appeasing colors to create a welcoming, iconic environment that becomes a place to
be.” Gabriele Chiave, creative director at Marcel Wanders, says.
View online: https://www.vondom.com/products/44314

Features

Description

Item suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Weight

35.31 Kg

FINISHES

LACQUERED + HPL

Ref. 44314

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      BLACK

LACQUERED + HPL FULL WHITE

Ref. 44314B

Lacquered aluminium profile.

      WHITE

LACQUERED + DEKTON

Ref. 44314M

Lacquered aluminium profile.

https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44314
https://www.vondom.com/designers/marcel-wanders/
https://www.vondom.com/products/?product=44314
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